D I M E N S I O N - P O LYA N T

The Sailcloth Producer

The Code Zero White line is designed to take advantage of developing sail handling systems, allowing cruisers to achieve cruising
performance on a par with their racing counterparts. CZ White incorporates our proprietary non-reflective film to achieve a slicker,
more flexible surface to facilitate roller furling and sail handling. The softer hand simplifies handling on the foredeck and minimizes
friction in hoists and takedowns. The film is plied to a rugged polyester woven taffeta which deals with abrasion and provides more
diagonal stability to the overall structure. The film/taffeta ply encases large Polyester yarns that accept the directional loading and
minimize stretch. The prudent use of Polyester load yarns ensures a long lasting, economical product that fits into the cruising budget.

DIMENSION-POLYANT.COM

DIMENSION-POLYANT’s proprietary
non-reflective matte films feature a slicker
hand, critical for sail handling inboth
furling and non-furling Code Zero’s.
With the added benefit of minimal glare,
the matte film represents another step
forward in Code Zero handling and use.

• MULTIPLE WEIGHTS

Differing yarn counts from the lightest
to heaviest weight styles allow CZ White
to cover a wide range of applications,
creating strong, stable sails in either step
down or single weight constructions.
CZ White covers the range from boats
20 - 50’ in length.

• TAFFETAS

In house treatments of our standard
taffetas help increase tear strength
over the life of the sail. A white dye in
the adhesive layer combined with white
polyester fibers and white taffeta delivers a bright white fabric appearance
matching many cruising inventories.

improved elongation resistance
excellent diagonal stabilization
highly resistant surfaces
UV stabilisation
mildew protection

Code Zero White
Boat Length

Fabric Width MM

CZ White

30 - 35

1500

CZ30

35 - 40

1500

CZ30/CZ60

40 - 45

1500

CZ60
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• MATTE FILM

